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Stop! Spam Filters Are Making A Huge Impact On Email, And It Has A Bad Effect On You And Your

Email List Youve Worked So Hard To Compile.. The EMAIL Format Pro Email Marketing System Can

Help Get Your Email Through... Discover How You Can Get White-Listed, and Get Your Email Past The

SPAM Filters! Now You Can Stop Worrying About SPAM Filters, and Start Reaching Your Prospects...

Heres what youre going to learn inside this top secret report: * Learn Step-By-Step every CAN-SPAM law

you MUST follow * Why Abiding By The CAN-SPAM laws are not enough to get you white-listed * How to

Keep your emails out of the SPAM boxes and RBL lists * 3 easy ways to know if your IP address has

been blacklisted * Why using 3rd party auto-responders can get you blacklisted (if youre not blacklisted

already!) * The 4 Things You Must Do to be white-listed by AOL, Netscape, and Compuserve * 6 Things

You Must Do to be white-listed by Yahoo * Learn what you have to do to be white-listed by MSN, Hotmail,

Roadrunner, Outblaze, and over 31,000+ other ISPs and domains (Hint: One easy step gets you

white-listed with all of them!) * The Extreme importance of having valid reverse DNS servers * Why

absolutely no one gets white-listed without a secure server, and how you can take care of this problem! *
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Youll learn that for the last couple of years that the email is dead myth was absolutely wrong. * How one

Internet marketer bumped up his email sales from $1,000,000 to over $4,000,000 last year while

everyone else way crying Email Is Dead! * Why you need to understanding email headers, and why not

knowing these things will get you blacklisted. * Free Resource links, and pre-formatted CAN-SPAM

compliant signature box that you can use in your own emails.
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